
Iwami Tourism Promotion Committee
254 Kataniwa-cho, Hamada City, Shimane Prefecture
(within the Commerce, Industry and Tourism Department, Shimane Prefectural Western Civic Center)

Information on Iwami Kagura is
transmitted!

Iwami Kagura

For publication and other general inquiries, please contact:

Main Constituent
Cultural Properties

Iwami Kagura
costume
(embroidered costume)
The splendid Kagura costume with 
abundant use of gold and silver threads. 
In particular, the three-dimensional 
embroidery of “ikimono (living creatures)” 
is said to be the life of the costume.

Status of designation, etc. /
Not yet designated (Handicrafts)
Location of cultural properties /
Hamada City, and Gotsu City

Sekishu-banshi
paper

Made from locally grown high-quality 
kozo (paper mulberry), washi paper is 
fine, durable, and glossy. It is said that 
Osaka merchants in the past used 
account books made of Sekishu-banshi 
paper and in the event of a fire, they were 
known to throw their account books into 
wells to preserve them. It can be said 
that Iwami Kagura masks are both light 
and strong enough to withstand 
perspiration due to this water-resistant 
characteristic of Sekishu-banshi paper 
and it is one of the factors in the spread 
of washi masks in the Meiji period, 
replacing wooden carved masks.

Status of designation, etc. / National important intangible cultural
property and UNESCO intangible cultural heritage
Location of cultural properties / Hamada City

Tel.0855-29-5647    iwami-inbound@pref.shimane.lg.jp

Japan heritage

The world of mythology

where gods and demons

move vibrantly
—Kagura handed down in the Iwami region—

Iwami Kagura

Iwami Kagura masks
(Nagahama and Ichigi masks)
During the Meiji period, Kagura was 
handed down to shrine parishioners and 
many Kagura performing groups were 
formed, so masks made of washi paper, 
which could be mass-produced, became 
popular. In Ichigi in Ohnan-cho, molds of 
mask patterns used during the Meiji to 
Showa periods are still in existence.

Status of designation, etc. /
Not yet designated (Handicrafts)
Location of Cultural Properties /
Hamada City, Oda City, Gotsu City, and
Ohnan-cho

文化資源活用事業費補助金
（観光拠点整備事業）



見
石

Transition of Omoto Kagura and Kagura in the Iwami region

Since ancient times, based on Omoto worship rooted 
in the entire Iwami region, “Ōmoto Kagura” is held 
once every few years in each village where Shinto 
priests of the surrounding area gather and perform, 
and this is how today’s Iwami Kagura took root.
 Omoto Kagura has been handed down 
throughout the Iwami region since before the early 
modern period, and is said to have originated from 
Omoto worship that expresses gratitude to the god 
(god of Omoto) who offers us a divine blessing. It is 
performed on the day of a periodic festival that is 
held every few years; the god of Omoto is welcomed 
at the site of the religious service, and Shinto rituals, 
ceremonial dances, and Kagura dances are performed 
throughout the night. The special feature of Omoto 
Kagura is a Shinto ritual by which oracles from the 
gods are received through spiritual possession.
 In the Meiji period, the government issued 
orders that banned Kagura and oracle receiving 
Shinto rituals performed by Shinto priests. As a 
result, traditional supernatural Shinto rituals 

disappeared in most areas, but in some mountainous 
areas, Shinto rituals and spiritual possession performed 
by Shinto priests continue to this day, and in ���� 
“Ōmoto Kagura” was designated as an important 
intangible folk cultural property of the country.
 Today, the slow and graceful dance is called 
rokuchoshi Kagura (six-tone scale rhythm), which is 
a relatively faithful continuation of the dance 
performed by Shinto priests of the past, and the 
faster dance and music is called hacchoshi Kagura 
(eight-tone scale rhythm). There are more than �� 
dance programs performed, and these can be 
roughly divided into two main categories: “ritual 
dance” performed wearing no mask and using 
torimono (stage props), and “noh dance (Kagura 
noh)” in which gods and demons move vibrantly 
based on ancient and medieval myths. 

“Ōmoto Kagura” important intangible folk cultural property

Iwami people who convey Kagura and live with dances

The Iwami region is in the western part of 
Shimane Prefecture. Although-the overall 
population is ���,���, there are more than ��� 
Kagura performing groups (troupes, 
preservation societies, etc.) in this region, and 

they continue to preserve dances that have 
been handed down in each area, and sometimes 
create new dances. Why did Kagura take root 
and develop in this region? Why are people 
attracted to Kagura in this region? Here we 
introduce a part of the charm of Kagura that 
has been handed down here in Iwami.

Overview of the certi�ed story
Kagura, with roots throughout the entire 
Iwami region in the western part of Shimane 
Prefecture, is a traditional performing art of 
the region and continues to develop by 
accepting and incorporating changes with the 
times. Kagura’s intensity and splendor capture 
people’s hearts and holds them spellbound. 
Local people cherish Kagura, which is 
dedicated to the gods. Kagura is now actively 

performed at local events throughout the year, 
and on weekends, Kagura music can be heard 
from points all around. Kagura in the Iwami 
region attracts audiences of all ages. 
 It is a treasure that has developed with the 
region since ancient times; a treasure Iwami 
people boast to the world.

The Agency for Cultural Affairs certifies stories that tell the culture and traditions 
of Japan through historical charm and characteristics of each region. The 
purpose is to revitalize each region by comprehensively developing and utilizing 
various attractive tangible and intangible cultural properties that are indispensable 
for telling stories- and strategically disseminate them not only in Japan but also 
abroad, with each region taking the lead in the effort. 

What is Japan heritage?

Children enjoying wearing Kagura costumesSekishu-banshi paper made by craftsmenKagura shrine performance dedication
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神

楽“Iwami” where Kagura’s music can be heard

In autumn, large banners are erected around the 
shrines in the village to announce the coming of the 
festival. On the day of the festival, in some 
communities large and beautiful umbrella �oats 
(hanagasa) are decorated, while in others large 
lanterns are hung from the houses along the 
approach to the shrine. Everyone looks forward to 
the coming of this important day once a year.
 In the evening, people from small children to the 
elderly gather one after another at the shrine or 
community center, each carrying blankets, 
home-packed meals, or bottles of sake. �eir 
expressions are full of anticipation for the coming 
Kagura. When the time �nally comes, the clear 
sound of �utes echoes in the night sky while the 
sound of drums shakes the earth.
 Following a solemn ritual dance, gods and 
demons dressed in ornate and spectacular Kagura 
costumes appear in the dance hall to perform 
Kagura dances. Children and adults alike gaze in 
rapt attention and applaud loudly. As the night air 

grows colder and colder, the night of Kagura 
continues with the enthusiasm of the people. For 
people, enjoying the evening of Kagura together on 
the festival day, while gathering before the gods, 
giving thanks for a good harvest and peace 
throughout the year, and praying for a peaceful life 
in the coming year, is the greatest joy.
 Nowadays Kagura is performed not only at 
shrine festivals but also at local events. �ere are 
now more opportunities than ever before to perform 
Kagura on the stage of a hall and e�orts are being 
made to make Kagura even more appealing, such as 
using lighting and sound e�ects and collaborating 
with contemporary artists.
 On the other hand, e�orts are also being made to 
preserve the tradition of enjoying traditional dances. 
�e diversity, versatility, and �exibility of Kagura to 
adapt to the times in the 
Iwami region also 
fascinate people’s hearts.

Local festival with decorated umbrella �oats (Ohnan-cho)

People enjoying Kagura performance
dedication (Hamada City)

Iwami Kagura outside of the region

From the late Edo period to the Meiji period, Iwami 
Kagura in�uenced the surrounding areas, mainly on 
the borders of Hiroshima and Yamaguchi 
Prefectures. Iwami Kagura became well known 
throughout Japan in 1970, when “Orochi” was 
performed on the main stage of the Japan World 
Exposition held in Osaka. �e performance was 
based on the myth of Yamata no Orochi 
(eight-headed giant serpent). Until then, only one 
or two serpents had appeared during a performance, 
but this was the �rst attempt to stage eight or more 
giant serpents to capture the attention of the 
audience from a large stage, and the powerful 
performance overwhelmed the audience. �is led to 
the appearance of many giant serpents, which 

became known both within and outside the 
prefecture. In addition, a system was established in 
which individual Kagura performing groups not 
only work by themselves but also collaborate with 
each other to hold Kagura performances. 
 At present, such a cooperative system has taken 
root, and at the request of the national government 
and other prefectures, individual Kagura performing 
groups and liaison councils of cities and towns hold 
many Kagura performances outside the prefecture 
and overseas as well. 

Performance of “Orochi” at the 1970 Osaka World Exposition
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Find out more about Iwami Kagura programs

Iwami Kagura

Shimane
Prefecture

IzumoOki

Iwami

English  https://www.all-iwami.com/en/kagura/
中文简体  https://www.all-iwami.com/chi-s/kagura/
中文繁体  https://www.all-iwami.com/chi-o/kagura/
Français  https://www.all-iwami.com/fr/kagura/

Taikodani Inari Shrine
Location / 409 Ushiroda, Tsuwano-cho,
Kanoashi-gun
Parking lot / Available

[Dates and times] Every Saturday of September
20:00 to around 21:10 (performances may be canceled)
[Admission] 500 yen
Free (elementary school students and younger)
[Contact] Tsuwano-cho Tourist Association TEL.0856-72-1771

TSUWANO

Iwami Culture
Promotion Center
Location / 303-3 Shimoko-cho, Hamada City
Parking lot / About 200 cars

[Dates and times] Every Sunday 11:00–14:00 (schedule)
For details, please visit our website or contact us.
[Admission] Adult: 2,000 yen
Elementary and junior high school students: 1,000 yen
Free (Preschoolers)

[Contact] Iwami Culture Promotion Center TEL.0855-25-5789

Fully barrier-free design with 
multi-functional restrooms

HAMADA

Road Station
Yuhi Park Hamada
Location / 1203-1 Harai-cho, Hamada City
Parking lot / 150 cars

[Dates and times] 2nd Sunday of every month  13:00–15:00
[Admission] Free

[Contact] Road Station Yuhi Park Hamada TEL.0855-23-8000

Wheelchairs for rent are available.
There are restrooms for people with physical disabilities near and outside 
the venue. (The restroom outside the venue is ostomate-friendly.) 

HAMADA

Sanku Shrine
Location / 1571 Aioi-cho, Hamada City
Parking lot / 40 cars

[Dates and times] Every Saturday 20:00–21:00
Performances may be subject to cancellation
[Admission] 1,000 yen per seat
[Contact] Hamada City Tourist Association TEL.0855-24-1085

HAMADA

Masuda EAGA Building
Location / 17-1 Ekimae-cho, Masuda City
Parking lot / About 200 cars

[Dates and times] Every Saturday (April to August, January to March)
and August 13 (Fri) 19:30–21:00
No performance on August 7 and 14
[Admission] 1,000 yen (Junior high school students and above)
500 yen (Elementary school students)  Free (Preschoolers)

Wheelchairs for rent are available.
There are restrooms for people with disabilities on the 1st and 3rd floors.

[Contact] Masuda City Tourist Association TEL.0856-22-7120

MASUDA

AQUAS Hasshi Square
Location / 1117-2 Kushiro-cho, Hamada City
(on the premises of Shimane Aquarium AQUAS)
Parking lot / 2,000 cars
Shimane Aquarium AQUAS parking lot

Wheelchairs for rent are available.
There are restrooms for people with physical disabilities near the 
venue at the east and west sides.

[Dates and times] Every Sunday and national holidays
(April to early November) 13:00–15:00
Performances may be subject to cancellation
[Admission] Free

[Contact] Shimane Bussan Shoji TEL.0855-28-3388

HAMADA

[Contact] Gotsu Tourist Information Center TEL.0855-52-0534

Yunomachi-Kagura Venue
(Arifuku Hot Spring)
Location / 711-1 Arifuku Onsen-cho, Gotsu City
Parking lot / Available

[Dates and times] April to December, 2021
1st and 3rd Saturdays of every month 20:30–21:30
(However, 2nd and 4th Saturdays in July and October) 
January to March 2022
2nd Saturday of every month 20:30–21:30
Reservation required
Performing group: Arifuku Hot Spring Kagura Performing Group
[Admission] 1,000 yen per seat
500 yen per seat (elementary school students)
Free (Preschoolers)

GOTSU

Iwami Kagura
Theater Mainoza
Location / 3348-113 Ushiroji-cho, Gotsu City
(Kagura-no-Sato Mainoichi)
Parking lot / Available

[Dates and times]
1st and 3rd Sundays of every month 16:00–18:00 
2nd and 4th Fridays of every month 20:00–21:00 
[Admission] 1st and 3rd Sundays 1,500 yen 
2nd and 4th Fridays 1,000 yen
Free (Preschoolers) 
Elementary school students and younger should be
accompanied by a guardian.
For details such as prices, please contact us.

There is a restroom for people with disabilities inside Mainoichi.

[Contact] For seat reservations TEL.090-8065-0002
Organizer: Mainoza Executive Committee

GOTSU

Tatsu no Gozen Shrine
(Yunotsu Hot Spring)
Location / 156 Yunotsu-ro, Yunotsu-cho, Oda City
Parking lot / Not available
Please use the parking lot of Yu Yu Kan
or the parking lot in front of the general
gymnasium, or the vacant lot 50m from
Fuji Parking. Because of the limited parking,
staying overnight at a hotel is recommended.

[Dates and times] Every Saturday 20:00–21:00
[Admission] Reservation only system, All seats by reservation
2,000 yen per seat (may change)
[Contact] Yunotsu Hot Spring Ryokan Association
         (Person in charge: Kanesaki)  TEL.0855-65-2998

ODA

Gotsu Ekimae
PALETTE Gotsu
Location / 1518-1 Gotsu-cho, Gotsu City
Parking lot / Available
Please use the parking lot of Palette or the temporary
parking lot of the civic center.

If you are using a wheelchair, please contact Gotsu Tourist  Information Center in advance.
There is a restroom for people with physical disabilities on each floor.

[Dates and times]
2nd Sunday of every month 10:30–12:00 
However, in August, a performance will be held on the 4th Sunday,
and in September and January, on the 3rd Sunday.
In January, a kodomo kagura performance will be held. (Free of charge)
In October and November, there will be no performance. 
Reservation required
[Admission] 1,000 yen per seat
500 yen per seat ( junior high school students and younger)
Free (Preschoolers)

[Contact] Gotsu Tourist Information Center TEL.0855-52-0534

GOTSU

Road Station Nagomi-no-sato 
(Tsuwano Hot Spring)
Location / 256 Washibara-i, Tsuwano-cho,
Kanoashi-gun
Parking lot / Available

[Dates and times] Performances suspended(restart date undetermined)
[Admission] Free

[Contact] Road Station Nagomi-no-sato (Tsuwano Hot Spring) TEL.0856-72-4122

Wheelchairs for rent are available. 
There are restrooms for people with physical disabilities inside and 
outside the building. (The outside restroom is ostomate-friendly.) 

TSUWANO

Regular
Performances
Iwami Kagura is performed every weekend 
at various locations, and at most 
performances you can see two programs.  
 Each performance is usually preceded 
by an explanation of the program. Since 
brochures introducing the program
are available at the venue,
even �rst-timers can enjoy Kagura.
 Please come and experience
the powerful dance of Iwami Kagura!

Asahi-so
(Asahi Hot Spring)
Location / 954-3 Kita, Asahi-cho, Hamada City
Parking lot / 9 cars

[Dates and times] Scheduled for every Saturday from
September to November
For details, please contact us.
[Admission] 500 yen
Free ( junior high school students and younger) 
[Contact] Industrial Construction Division, Asahi Branch,
         Hamada City TEL.0855-45-1437

HAMADA
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[Dates and times] Every Sunday 11:00–14:00 (schedule)
For details, please visit our website or contact us.
[Admission] Adult: 2,000 yen
Elementary and junior high school students: 1,000 yen
Free (Preschoolers)

[Contact] Iwami Culture Promotion Center TEL.0855-25-5789

Fully barrier-free design with 
multi-functional restrooms

HAMADA

Road Station
Yuhi Park Hamada
Location / 1203-1 Harai-cho, Hamada City
Parking lot / 150 cars

[Dates and times] 2nd Sunday of every month  13:00–15:00
[Admission] Free

[Contact] Road Station Yuhi Park Hamada TEL.0855-23-8000

Wheelchairs for rent are available.
There are restrooms for people with physical disabilities near and outside 
the venue. (The restroom outside the venue is ostomate-friendly.) 

HAMADA

Sanku Shrine
Location / 1571 Aioi-cho, Hamada City
Parking lot / 40 cars

[Dates and times] Every Saturday 20:00–21:00
Performances may be subject to cancellation
[Admission] 1,000 yen per seat
[Contact] Hamada City Tourist Association TEL.0855-24-1085

HAMADA

Masuda EAGA Building
Location / 17-1 Ekimae-cho, Masuda City
Parking lot / About 200 cars

[Dates and times] Every Saturday (April to August, January to March)
and August 13 (Fri) 19:30–21:00
No performance on August 7 and 14
[Admission] 1,000 yen (Junior high school students and above)
500 yen (Elementary school students)  Free (Preschoolers)

Wheelchairs for rent are available.
There are restrooms for people with disabilities on the 1st and 3rd floors.

[Contact] Masuda City Tourist Association TEL.0856-22-7120

MASUDA

AQUAS Hasshi Square
Location / 1117-2 Kushiro-cho, Hamada City
(on the premises of Shimane Aquarium AQUAS)
Parking lot / 2,000 cars
Shimane Aquarium AQUAS parking lot

Wheelchairs for rent are available.
There are restrooms for people with physical disabilities near the 
venue at the east and west sides.

[Dates and times] Every Sunday and national holidays
(April to early November) 13:00–15:00
Performances may be subject to cancellation
[Admission] Free

[Contact] Shimane Bussan Shoji TEL.0855-28-3388

HAMADA

[Contact] Gotsu Tourist Information Center TEL.0855-52-0534

Yunomachi-Kagura Venue
(Arifuku Hot Spring)
Location / 711-1 Arifuku Onsen-cho, Gotsu City
Parking lot / Available

[Dates and times] April to December, 2021
1st and 3rd Saturdays of every month 20:30–21:30
(However, 2nd and 4th Saturdays in July and October) 
January to March 2022
2nd Saturday of every month 20:30–21:30
Reservation required
Performing group: Arifuku Hot Spring Kagura Performing Group
[Admission] 1,000 yen per seat
500 yen per seat (elementary school students)
Free (Preschoolers)

GOTSU

Iwami Kagura
Theater Mainoza
Location / 3348-113 Ushiroji-cho, Gotsu City
(Kagura-no-Sato Mainoichi)
Parking lot / Available

[Dates and times]
1st and 3rd Sundays of every month 16:00–18:00 
2nd and 4th Fridays of every month 20:00–21:00 
[Admission] 1st and 3rd Sundays 1,500 yen 
2nd and 4th Fridays 1,000 yen
Free (Preschoolers) 
Elementary school students and younger should be
accompanied by a guardian.
For details such as prices, please contact us.

There is a restroom for people with disabilities inside Mainoichi.

[Contact] For seat reservations TEL.090-8065-0002
Organizer: Mainoza Executive Committee

GOTSU

Tatsu no Gozen Shrine
(Yunotsu Hot Spring)
Location / 156 Yunotsu-ro, Yunotsu-cho, Oda City
Parking lot / Not available
Please use the parking lot of Yu Yu Kan
or the parking lot in front of the general
gymnasium, or the vacant lot 50m from
Fuji Parking. Because of the limited parking,
staying overnight at a hotel is recommended.

[Dates and times] Every Saturday 20:00–21:00
[Admission] Reservation only system, All seats by reservation
2,000 yen per seat (may change)
[Contact] Yunotsu Hot Spring Ryokan Association
         (Person in charge: Kanesaki)  TEL.0855-65-2998

ODA

Gotsu Ekimae
PALETTE Gotsu
Location / 1518-1 Gotsu-cho, Gotsu City
Parking lot / Available
Please use the parking lot of Palette or the temporary
parking lot of the civic center.

If you are using a wheelchair, please contact Gotsu Tourist  Information Center in advance.
There is a restroom for people with physical disabilities on each floor.

[Dates and times]
2nd Sunday of every month 10:30–12:00 
However, in August, a performance will be held on the 4th Sunday,
and in September and January, on the 3rd Sunday.
In January, a kodomo kagura performance will be held. (Free of charge)
In October and November, there will be no performance. 
Reservation required
[Admission] 1,000 yen per seat
500 yen per seat ( junior high school students and younger)
Free (Preschoolers)

[Contact] Gotsu Tourist Information Center TEL.0855-52-0534

GOTSU

Road Station Nagomi-no-sato 
(Tsuwano Hot Spring)
Location / 256 Washibara-i, Tsuwano-cho,
Kanoashi-gun
Parking lot / Available

[Dates and times] Performances suspended(restart date undetermined)
[Admission] Free

[Contact] Road Station Nagomi-no-sato (Tsuwano Hot Spring) TEL.0856-72-4122

Wheelchairs for rent are available. 
There are restrooms for people with physical disabilities inside and 
outside the building. (The outside restroom is ostomate-friendly.) 

TSUWANO

Regular
Performances
Iwami Kagura is performed every weekend 
at various locations, and at most 
performances you can see two programs.  
 Each performance is usually preceded 
by an explanation of the program. Since 
brochures introducing the program
are available at the venue,
even �rst-timers can enjoy Kagura.
 Please come and experience
the powerful dance of Iwami Kagura!

Asahi-so
(Asahi Hot Spring)
Location / 954-3 Kita, Asahi-cho, Hamada City
Parking lot / 9 cars

[Dates and times] Scheduled for every Saturday from
September to November
For details, please contact us.
[Admission] 500 yen
Free ( junior high school students and younger) 
[Contact] Industrial Construction Division, Asahi Branch,
         Hamada City TEL.0855-45-1437

HAMADA



Iwami Tourism Promotion Committee
254 Kataniwa-cho, Hamada City, Shimane Prefecture
(within the Commerce, Industry and Tourism Department, Shimane Prefectural Western Civic Center)

Information on Iwami Kagura is
transmitted!

Iwami Kagura

For publication and other general inquiries, please contact:

Main Constituent
Cultural Properties

Iwami Kagura
costume
(embroidered costume)
The splendid Kagura costume with 
abundant use of gold and silver threads. 
In particular, the three-dimensional 
embroidery of “ikimono (living creatures)” 
is said to be the life of the costume.

Status of designation, etc. /
Not yet designated (Handicrafts)
Location of cultural properties /
Hamada City, and Gotsu City

Sekishu-banshi
paper

Made from locally grown high-quality 
kozo (paper mulberry), washi paper is 
fine, durable, and glossy. It is said that 
Osaka merchants in the past used 
account books made of Sekishu-banshi 
paper and in the event of a fire, they were 
known to throw their account books into 
wells to preserve them. It can be said 
that Iwami Kagura masks are both light 
and strong enough to withstand 
perspiration due to this water-resistant 
characteristic of Sekishu-banshi paper 
and it is one of the factors in the spread 
of washi masks in the Meiji period, 
replacing wooden carved masks.

Status of designation, etc. / National important intangible cultural
property and UNESCO intangible cultural heritage
Location of cultural properties / Hamada City

Tel.0855-29-5647    iwami-inbound@pref.shimane.lg.jp

Japan heritage

The world of mythology

where gods and demons

move vibrantly
—Kagura handed down in the Iwami region—

Iwami Kagura

Iwami Kagura masks
(Nagahama and Ichigi masks)
During the Meiji period, Kagura was 
handed down to shrine parishioners and 
many Kagura performing groups were 
formed, so masks made of washi paper, 
which could be mass-produced, became 
popular. In Ichigi in Ohnan-cho, molds of 
mask patterns used during the Meiji to 
Showa periods are still in existence.

Status of designation, etc. /
Not yet designated (Handicrafts)
Location of Cultural Properties /
Hamada City, Oda City, Gotsu City, and
Ohnan-cho

文化資源活用事業費補助金
（観光拠点整備事業）


